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      NYX Awards

      The NYX Awards is a prestigious international competition that recognizes and celebrates excellence in the creative and marketing industries. Our categories encompass Advertising & Design, Strategic Communications and Marketing Campaigns, as well as Digital Media, including web, video, and social media. Spanning the spectrum from boutique studios to industry giants, NYX Awards warmly welcomes entries from agencies of all sizes. Our mission is simple: to recognize and honor the brilliance that lies at the heart of the creative and marketing industries.

      Since its inception in 2018, the NYX Awards has attracted thousands of entries from over 60 countries, making it a truly global  competition. We believe that brilliance knows no bounds, and our platform is designed to reflect this belief. Whether you're a visionary ad agency rewriting the rules of brand storytelling, a design and print studio crafting visual masterpieces, a strategic communications powerhouse shaping narratives, or a digital media virtuoso redefining online engagement, the NYX Awards is your stage to shine. 

      Join us in this celebration of innovation, where the brightest minds in the creative and marketing sectors come together to inspire, learn, and set new standards of excellence.

      

      
         Enter NYX Awards
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        NYX Branding

        
        NYX represents commendable excellence in specialized fields such as marketing, communications, advertising, public relations, design, game development, print, digital, video, and audio. Housing the NYX Awards and NYX Game Awards, the NYX logo embodies creativity, innovation, and exceptional performance, setting a benchmark for brilliance in the industry, setting winners apart from their competition.
        

      

    

  







  

  
      
      Categories

     

   

  
     
       The NYX categories span from Advertising & Design, Strategic Communications to Digital Media (web, video, social media). This array of categories provides a stage for individuals and organizations alike to shine, offering recognition and celebration for those who shape and redefine the landscape of creative and marketing endeavors. 

       Join us in this thrilling journey, where every category represents a unique canvas for your innovative visions.
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            Advertising & Design

            
              Advertising Campaign Design

              Publication

              Packaging
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           Digital Media

           
             Website

             Video

             Mobile App
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           Strategic Communications

           
             Content Marketing

             Strategic Campaign

             Integrated Marketing
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           Special Categories

           
             People & Team

             Special Achievement 

             Pro Bono

           

       

     


  


    
      
        
          Explore NYX Awards Categories
        
    

    



 





  
   
     
       2024 Awards Deadline

     

     




     
       
         
           Early Bird

           Dec 13

           2023

         

       


       
         
           Regular

           Jan 17

           2024

         

       


       
         
           Final

           Feb 14

           2024

         

       


       
         
            Final Extension

            Apr 17

            2024
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          Featured Winners

          The NYX Awards spotlights the most ground-breaking ideas, created by some of the most remarkable minds in creativity worldwide. Join this exclusive community and amplify your own creative vision.
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                  nss factory, Italy

                  	Advertising / Magazine Ads
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                  Gravity Global, United Kingdom

                  	Marketing Effectiveness / Branding Strategy Campaign
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                  K11 Concepts Limited, Hong Kong SAR

                  	Content Marketing Strategy / Social Media Content - Instagram
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                  Boxer Brand Design, United States

                  	Design / Packaging (Series)
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                  Groove Jones, United States

                  	Website / Automotive
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                  The Working Party, Australia

                  	Website / E-Commerce
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                  CRX Design, Brazil

                  	Design / Packaging (Series)
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                  NCG Agency / ZITE, Denmark

                  	Advertising / Advertising Campaign
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                  LevLane, United States

                  	Broadcast / Television / Insurance
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                  Yamamoto Agency, United States

                  	Marketing / Advertising Campaigns / Marketing Campaigns / Other__
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                  Dreamlux Media, United States

                  	Broadcast / Television / Documentary
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                  Ragdoll Entertainment AS, Norway

                  	Commercial & Marketing / Cinematography / Videography
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                  Avrett Free Ginsberg, United States

                  	Broadcast / Television / 3D Animation
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                  Revenant, United Kingdom

                  	Branded Content / Animation
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                  Player One Trailers, United States

                  	Commercial & Marketing / Directing
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                  WePlay Studios , United States

                  	People & Team / Graphic Designers


                

              

            
          

                


      


    


  

  

    
      
       
          Featured Jurors

          Worldwide experts from diverse professional industries.

          The NYX Awards is proud to feature a diverse panel of judges from various professional industries around the world. The esteemed judges are members of the NYX Judging Council, a group of leading industry experts with years of experience in their respective fields.

          By entering your brilliant projects into the NYX Awards, you'll have the opportunity to showcase your talent and catch the attention of world-renowned judges. Each jury has a keen eye for creativity and innovation, and are always looking for standout projects that push the boundaries of what is possible.

          Don't miss your chance to impress the esteemed panel of judges and gain recognition for your work on a global scale. Submit your projects to the NYX Awards today and join the ranks of the world's most talented and innovative professionals.
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            United States

            
            

            Anthony Wiktor

            Principal and Creative Director, Ad Victorem

            	
                    
                  
	
                    
                  
	
                    
                  
	
                    
                  


            

            
              Anthony Wiktor is the Principal and Creative Director of Ad Victorem, a design strategy and branding agency, where he is responsible for developing and executing winning creative campaigns, websites and digital designs. Anthony has over a decade of award-winning experience in website design and has worked on projects across a diverse set of industries - from entertainment to consumer products to hospitality to technology. Some of his most notable clients include FOX, ESPN, Nestle and W Hotels. He holds degrees in design from Columbia College Chicago and Woodbury University, and a Certificate in Marketing, Advertising & Branding from UCLA. Anthony is also a frequent lecturer at USC's Annenberg School for Communication & Journalism and serves on the board of the Los Angeles Chapter of AIGA. In addition to his diverse and experienced background, Anthony mentors multiple young designers. He is known to be patient and pedagogic, he has an incredible eye for detail. Because of his background, skills and experience in the industry, Anthony Wiktor would be an excellent judge for Digital website design.            
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            United Kingdom

            
            

            Anthony Jones

            Creative Director, The Drawing Room

            	
                    
                  
	
                    
                  


            

            
              Anthony has spent over 16 years driving insightful and impactful creative solutions at some of the most well known creative agencies in the UK. He has also spent a deal of this time specialising in creating industry-class digital communications and user experiences.
 
Obsessive and passionate when it comes to quality and effectiveness, Anthony revels in moulding large and small scale creative solutions to business problems, making sure that a blend of perspective, real craft and insight-driven strategy remains a central theme.
 
During his career he, and his teams, have produced award-winning work for some of world's most recognisable brands. Some past clients include ghd, BP, EA Games, DHL, Financial Times, Michelin, Nissan, Barclaycard, CITI Financial Europe, Shell, Crown Paints, Virgin, and LG.

Anthony admits he is a 'design geek' spending much of his personal time immersed in all areas of the creative gamut. He also lectures at the University of Leeds (UK), teaching the next generation of creatives and designers about interactivity and user experience.            
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            United States

            
            

            Alexia Bregman

            Director of Marketing, The Bureau of Small Projects

            	
                    
                  
	
                    
                  
	
                    
                  


            

            
              Alexia started out as an advertising copywriter in her hometown of Cape Town, South Africa, working with some of the world’s largest brands like IBM, Avis, AT&T, P&G, Lever Brothers, South African Breweries, and Smithkline Beecham. She has created campaigns for hotels, radio stations, food, headache pills, beer and more, and has worked on everything from omnichannel digital, below-the-line promotions, million-dollar TV ads and radio spots. Her love of branding and business led her to taking the leap as an entrepreneur.
Founding businesses became a passion, working across a diverse selection of industries including kids toys, sports, apparel, surf accessories and even a triathlon. Her biggest business success was having created and grown Vuka Energy Drinks. 
After 14-years Alexia was enticed back into the advertising industry by The Bureau of Small Projects where as Director of Marketing her focus is imparting Fortune 500 big brand thinking to small business, starts-ups and non-profits.
Alexia lives in San Diego as close to the beach as she possibly can, with her husband, three teenage children and two dogs. She fills the rest of her time surfing and playing jazz flute. She is currently completing her degree in extension studies through Harvard University with a major in Business Management. No she does not sleep.
            

          

        

      

    

    
      
          Experience the prestige and recognition of being a distinguished jury member in the NYX Awards program. Nominate yourself now and join us in elevating your professional profile today!

      

      
        Nominate A Juror
      


    




  



  




  
    
      
        Symbol of Excellence

        NYX Statuette

        The NYX Statuette, inspired by the captivating Nyx, the Goddess of Night, stands as a symbol of the profound creativity that flourishes in the realm of mystery and dreams. Just as Nyx herself embodied the enchantment of the night, our statuette captures the enigmatic allure and boundless potential of the creative and marketing industries.

        Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, this exquisite award embodies the very essence of Nyx, shining a spotlight on those who embrace the night to illuminate their innovative visions. This NYX statuette is a testament to the fact that within hidden depths, brilliance often emerges, and within every creative endeavor, there exists the potential to ignite a new dawn of inspiration.

        Secure your legacy by claiming this symbol of true creative mastery today.

        
          Enter NYX Awards
        

      


    

  








    

    
      
          
            Testimonials

            Discover the secrets to success with NYX Awards' Testimonials.

            Gain inspiration from the triumphs of our award-winning community and learn from their experience.
Join NYX now and unlock the power of success with NYX Awards.
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                  “
                  We believe this grand achievement at NYX will move us one step further to bigger clients and even more complex projects, ultimately giving us leverage as a studio to negotiate with clients, closing the deals more efficiently.                   ”

               

               ~ Alex Shamin,  Co-Founder and Producer at VZ Agency
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                  “
                  This award is an undeniable confirmation for our team that the knowledge we applied and the time we devoted to creating this project was not in vain, and it will be able to help many women around the world in such an important aspect of their lives as childbirth.                   ”

               

               ~ Vitaly Shytnev, Creative/Art Director/ 3D Animator of Pregmate
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                  “
                  Winning awards, like the NYX Awards, it's big for us. Great for team spirit and engagement in our agencies. But what's almost as important, it opens doors for us. Gives us the chance to do more creative work. When we win awards, we can see a direct link - more invites to pitches, more asks to work on the big projects.                  ”

               

               ~ Kasper Sierslev, CCO at ZITE
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                  “
                  It's incredibly gratifying to win at NYX because it proves that a small agency (even an agency of one) can compete with the giant companies and conglomerates of PR based on results and creativity alone, with a prime example of us winning two Grand PR awards over hundreds of much larger international competitors.                  ”

               

               ~ Patrick McCaully, Founder of Pointman News Creation
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                  “
                  With how prestigious the NYX Awards are, this is an absolute honor which shines a light on the brilliant teams within Infernozilla. We already take such pride in our work, our communication and the amazing studios we work with.                  ”

               

               ~ Natalino Carlo, CEO and founder of Infernozilla
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                  “
                  Winning at the NYX Awards is a great achievement for me, and it is a small step of a dreaming project that can help women's health and wellness.                   ”

               

               ~ Elva Pacheco, Junior Art Director at Sholz and Friends Berlin
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        	International Awards Associate

          NYX Awards is an IAA Competition

        


      
        The International Awards Associate (IAA) is a group of industry innovators, creators, designers and communications professionals whose commitment is to move the industry forward through discovery and recognition of new and existing talent.
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          Already Registered?

          Access Your Account

          Login

        

        
          New Member?

          Start New Account Here

          Sign Up Now
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